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Submission content: I have lived in the area for 35 years and used
Bondi Junction (BJ) for shopping,leisure and business continuously
through this time.I sit on the Sydney Eastern CityPlanning Panel as
Waverley Council community representative.I have no conflicts of
interest in making this submission with no involvement with landowners
or developers. I wish to alert the Commission to two significant urban
rejuvenation opportunities that could greatly help achieve your jobs and
amenity objectives for BJ.I have participated in preliminary private
feasibility analysis for both these suggestions and held preliminary
discussions with Councillors and Council officers. Firstly the Bus
Interchange is suboptimal public transport infrastructure being a poorly
designed and an unsafe and unfriendly facility for the demand it
receives.Consideration should be given to relocating it to a new
structure in the airspace above Grafton St with direct pedestrian
access from the rail station and via the ramp from Oxford st plaza
through the Meriton public space.Buses would access directly mainly
from new connections to Syd Enfield Drive with most rerouted out of
the centre of BJ.This would have the benefits of better access,light and
views for customers,channeling people through the mall ,greatly
improved safety as pedestrians do not conflict with bus turnings and
less buses clogging BJ streets. The second initiative is to create a town



square between the mall and Eastgate removing Bronka Arcade and
adjacent buildings and replacing them on the Commonwealth Bank
corner with a vey high slender building and constructing a cinema and
car park underneath with access from current Eastgate Council car
park.This would have the benefits of removing ugly blighted properties
and public spaces,providing A grade office space,provide for the night
time economy and provide a wonderful new high quality public space. I
am happy to do a walk around to explain these ideas.There would be
both public and private investment funds available for both initiatives as
BJ is a highly attractive destination for capital .Both these initiatives in
undercapitalised and underperforming areas of BJ will generate a lot of
interest and activity.
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